
  

Ratho Primary School: Primary 5 

A very warm welcome back to our Summer term in P5 and I hope you 

have enjoyed a restful Easter break.  This term we continue with our 

“recovery curriculum” where we focus on the three core subjects; literacy, 

numeracy and health and wellbeing. Home Learning will be posted on our P5 

Teams every Monday and due back the following Monday.   P5 P.E. days are 

Tuesday and Wednesday and will be outdoors as often as possible.  

Lockdown curriculum from January to March 2021 was as follows; 

Literacy- Reading: We used task maps and The Stay at Home and Neeps and 

Tatties Ebooks to revise comprehension strategies of retelling, making inference, 

making connections and using a text to come up with new ideas. Writing: writing 

diaries, persuasive writing. Grammar: similes, metaphors, homophones.  

Numeracy- data handling and interpretation using tables, charts, pictogram, 

tallies and graphs, times tables and word problems/ problem solving.  Health and 

Wellbeing- Building Resilience: Respect Yourself- we learned to recognise that 

we have similarities and differences so are unique.   PE: Fitness through Joe 

Wicks and other activities promoting mental health and wellbeing.   Other 

Learning- Fair Trade fortnight was used for a range of activities including a 

letter to a supermarket asking to stock fair trade products. 
 

What are we learning this term April to June 2021;  

Term 4  

Literacy 

We will be continuing to up-level our writing through using a wider range of 

grammatical techniques including the use of fronted adverbials and adverbial 

phrases to help build complex sentences.  We will work on using play script 

techniques and strategies to develop writing using direct and indirect speech.    

We will continue to improve our reading comprehension through Literacy 

Circles and working with a range of texts – both fiction and non-fiction.   

Numeracy 

We will develop accuracy with estimation and rounding.  We will continue to 

build confidence with number processes by practising different ways of using 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and negative numbers.  For 

example, we will work with money problems and link the use of number 

processes to build confidence with decimals and problem solving.  

Health and Well-Being 

We will be working on building positive relationships this term in RSHP by 

understanding that there are different kinds of relationships and the values that 

support those relationships i.e. openness, honesty, respect and compassion. 
 


